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MPGDと方向に感度を持つ暗黒物質直接探索実験	
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WIMPと物質の弾性散乱	

T. Tanimori et al. / Physics Letters B 578 (2004) 241–246 245

Fig. 3. Simulated recoil angle distributions for the ST (semi-tracking) mode (upper) and the FT (full-tracking) mode (lower). The pressures
of the CF4 gas are 30 and 20 Torr for the ST mode and FT mode, respectively. Neutron background is estimated based on the measured fast
neutron flux (1.9± 0.21) ! 10"6 n/(cm2 s) at Kamioka Observatory and a 50 cm water shield. WIMP signals, neutron background, and the
total observable events are shown in the hatched, filled, and solid-line histograms, respectively. Theoretical calculations are also shown by the
dashed lines.

Fig. 4. Asymmetry-detection confidence level (ADCL) [! ] as a
function of the gas pressure and the corresponding recoil energy
threshold. It is seen that FT (full-tracking) and ST (semi-tracking)
modes have different optimum pressures.

4. Conclusions

In this Letter, we have shown that µ-TPC filled
with CF4 gas is a promising device for WIMP-wind
detection via SD interactions. By the full-tracking
method with sufficient exposure, it is expected that
we cannot only detect the WIMP-wind, but can also
precisely study the nature of WIMPs.
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(IRSN- Cadarache) allowing to select the energy of the neutrons by the angle with respect to a
proton beam producing a neutron resonance on a LiF target.

On fig 4 (center and right panel), 3D tracks of nuclear recoils following elastic scattering of
mono-energetic neutrons are represented. On the center panel, a 8 keV proton recoil leaving a
track of 2.4 mm long in 350 mbar of 4He + 5%C

4

H
10

is represented. The right panel presents a
50 keV (in ionization) fluorine recoil of 3 mm long obtained in a 55 mbar mixture of 70% CF

4

+ 30% CHF
3

.

4. MIMAC at the Underground Laboratory of Modane (LSM)
In June 2012, we have installed the bi-chamber module, at the Underground Laboratory of
Modane (LSM), see fig.5 .

Figure 5. The bi-chamber module installed at Modane in June 2012.

The set-up includes a close loop gas system with in-line filtering and is able to reach a vacuum
of 10�6 mbar. The pressure was regulated at 50 mbar. The gas mixture used was 70% CF

4

+
28% CHF

3

+ 2% C
4

H
10

We have calibrated twice a week by means of fluorescence produced by
X generator on thin foils of Cd (3.2 keV), Fe (6.4 keV), Cu (8.1 keV) and Pb (10.5 and 12 keV).
In the fig. 6, we show the low energy calibration obtained, its linearity and the stability of the
calibration given by the bin position of the di↵erent peaks as a function of time. The first data
acquisition started on June 22nd and it has been continuously run and remotely monitored up
to October 12th .

Figure 6. Left: The fit of the five X-ray peaks produced by fluorescence. Centre: The linear
calibration obtained from the fit. Right: the gain stability from July 5th to August 28th.

In order to characterize the total background of our detector at Modane, we worked without
any shielding. Besides the very good stability of the calibration validating the gas circulation,

Figure 4.0.1: Sensitivity goals of the NEWAGE project. Thick and dotted lines show expected 3! asym-
metry detection sensitivities by the ST(semi-tracking) and FT(full-tracking) modes, respectively. Details
are described in [73]. An experimental result of NAIAD (thin dashed dotted line labeled UKDMC) and
MSSM predictions (thin line labeled MSSM) are also shown [41, 74].

4.1 NEWAGE-0.3b’ detector

A new detector, NEWAGE-0.3b’, was designed and developed to improve the sensitivity by

one order of magnitude. NEWAGE-0.3b’ consists of a micro time projection chamber (µ-TPC),

its electronics system, and the gas circulation system (Figure 4.1.1).

Figure 4.1.1: The photograph of whole system of NEWAGE-0.3b’ in Kamioka underground laboratory.
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25cm	

30cm	

1m	

DM-‐TPC	  
・CCD(256um	  pitch)	  
・2D	  track	  
・Head/tail	  recogniWon	  
・Underground	  

ガス検出器と暗黒物質実験の世界情勢	

DRIFT	  
・MWPC(2mm	  pitch)	  
・First	  started	  gas	  detector	  
・Underground	  
・Low	  background	  
・Large	  size(~1m3)	  

MIMAC	  
・MicroMegas(~424um	  pitch)	  
・Underground	  
・10×10×25	  cm3	  

NEWAGE	  
・μ-‐PIC(400um	  pitch)	  
・3D	  track	  
・DirecWon-‐sensiWve	  limit	  
・Underground	  
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New Generation WIMP Search with�
          an Advanced Gaseous Tracker Experiment	

NEWAGE0.3b’検出器外観	

•  体積  : 30×30×41 cm3�

μTPC :  μ-PIC + GEM system	

検出器内イメージ	

•  μTPCを⽤用いた⽅方向に感度度を持つ暗⿊黒物質探索索実験

•  使⽤用ガス : CF4(76 torr)�
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NEWAGE0.3b’	

hole diameter : 70 μm�
pitch : 140 μm�
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30
.72
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Drift Cage	
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Figure 4.0.1: Sensitivity goals of the NEWAGE project. Thick and dotted lines show expected 3! asym-
metry detection sensitivities by the ST(semi-tracking) and FT(full-tracking) modes, respectively. Details
are described in [73]. An experimental result of NAIAD (thin dashed dotted line labeled UKDMC) and
MSSM predictions (thin line labeled MSSM) are also shown [41, 74].

4.1 NEWAGE-0.3b’ detector

A new detector, NEWAGE-0.3b’, was designed and developed to improve the sensitivity by

one order of magnitude. NEWAGE-0.3b’ consists of a micro time projection chamber (µ-TPC),

its electronics system, and the gas circulation system (Figure 4.1.1).

Figure 4.1.1: The photograph of whole system of NEWAGE-0.3b’ in Kamioka underground laboratory.
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検出器全体	
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最新結果	
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Figure 5.2.2: Limits of SD cross section, !SD
!!p, as a function of mass of WIMP mass M!. Red thick solid

line is the result of a directional method in this work. Blue thick dotted line is a result obtained with
the conventional method for reference. Red thin lines labeled ”NEWAGE surface run” and ”NEWAGE
2010 (RUN5)” are previous results measured at surface and Kamioka, respectively[83]. Allowed region
(DAMA[39]) and upper limits of other experiments are shown for comparison. Green lines are limits set
by liquid or solid detectors, blue lines are the limits set by gas detectors with conventional analysis.

reference. The largest systematic error is arised from the uncertainty of the energy resolution.

Since the shape of the expected energy spectrum is exponential (Figure 2.1.2), the lower limit

is obtained for the larger energy resolution. As described in the Section 4.4.2, the energy

resolution is sum of !uni = 20 ± 5% and !noise = 2keV. In order to obtain the conservative

limit, !uni = 15% is used for the analysis (total energy resolution is 7.8 keV for 50 keV). It

should be noted that the direction-sensitive analysis and conventional method provide similar

limits with this low statistic results. Figure 5.2.3 shows the calculated "2/d.o.f. values with the

WIMP model (red), and calculated that with the flat-background model (black). The minimum

"2 values are shown in the 20! 70GeV mass region. As for the 100! 1000GeV mass region,

86

Conditions  RUN14
•  period：2013/7/20~∼8/11,  10/19~∼11/12
•  live  time  ：31.6  days
•  fiducial  volume：28×24×41  cm3
•  CF4  gas(76Torr)
•  mass：10.36  g
•  exposure：0.327  kg・days

Skymap  in  galactic  coordinate

•  the best direction-sensitive limit      
(K.Nakamura et.al, PTEP(2015)043F01s) 

•  Black point is nuclear recoil event
•  Gradation color: detection efficiency
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6.1 High energy backgrounds

Figure 6.1.1 schematically shows the candidates of the high-energy background. Events

crossing the outer region of the fiducial area, or the veto area, as 1! is removed by the fiducial-

cut. Remaining events are categorized into three types; the events from +z ( 2!), the events from

gas ( 3!, 3!’, 3!”), and the events from "z ( 4!, 4!’, 4!”, 5!, 5!’, 6!, 7!, 7!’). These three types of

events di!er in the drift length. By the gas di!usion, a large TOT-sum is obtained for an event

with a long drift length. Figure 6.1.2 shows the simulated TOT-sums assuming three origins

of the background sources. The events generated from the "z region (red points; 4!, 4!’ 4!”, 5!,

5!’, 6!, 7!, 7!’), have a short drift length and a small di!usion, and result in small TOT-sums.

On the other hand, the events generated from the +z region (green points; 2!) and generated

from the gas region (blue points; 3!, 3!’, 3!”) have a long drift lengths and a large di!usions,

and result in large TOT-sums.

Figure 6.1.1: Candidates of high-energy background events (500" 15000 keV).

91

C	

μTPCのバックグラウンドイベント	

p  μTPCの主なバックグラウンド  
•   高エネルギー領域では⑦ 
•   低エネルギー領領域ではC 	 μ-PICのガラス繊維からくるα線 (U/Th系列)	

Z	

μTPC断面図	
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Self Triggering TPC	
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Electron capture 	Ion transport 	Electron release 	

Diffusion is ~ thermal	

Drift speeds are ~ 5cm/ms	

Martoff  et al., NIMA, 440 (2000) 
Snowden-Ifft, et al., PRD, 61, 101301 (2000) 
Snowden-Ifft & Gauvreau, Rev. Sci. Instrum., 84, 053304 (2013)  
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ability to fiducialize events with the minority peaks would have a huge impact on 
DRIFT and other rare-event TPCs. 

Fortunately, the addition of a small amount of O2 to the gas mixture has been 
found to greatly increase the size of the minority peaks, as presented in Fig. 1. 
 

 

 
FIG. 1 – The arrival time distribution of negative ions after a 15.24 cm drift in a 273 V/cm drift 

field in a mixture of 30 Torr CS2, 10 Torr CF4 and 1 Torr O2.  Followng earthquake fidudialization 
and spectroscopic notation the minority peaks are labeled as shown. 

It will be shown below that the I carriers in mixtures with small additions of O2 
are the same as the I carriers observed in previous experiments.  Only 3 minority 
peaks have been identified thus far.  The appearance of the D peak is ephemeral 
so this paper will focus solely on the properties of the S and P peaks. 

It is now thought that the appearance of the miniscule S and P minority peaks 
in [4] was due to a small concentration of O2 in the gas due to outgassing.  
Previous mobility measurements have been performed with gas mixtures of CS2 
and CF4, Ar, Xe, CH4, He, Ne and CO2 [2-4, 6, 8] and there have been no reports 
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•  DRIFTグループがMWPC-TPCでのZの絶対位置決定に成功 
 
•  陰イオンガスCS2にO2加えることでドリフト速度の異なる陰イオンが複数生成される	

Fluorine recoil energy (keVr) NIPs

10 140
20 332
50 1055
100 2528
150 4165
200 5852

Table 1: NIPs yield as a function of energy for fluorine recoils, from Ref. [34].

forthcoming paper. However, the results of Refs. [31, 32, 33] suggest that the
addition of 1 Torr O2 will change the W-value by ⇠ 1%, which is a factor of
two smaller than the uncertainty of the W-value used here [30]. Fluctuations in
the 55Fe energy measurement were observed at the ⇠ 4% level over the course
of the full 46.3 live-day dataset. Table 1 shows how the NIPs yield varies with
energy of the fluorine recoil. It is based on calculations in Ref. [34], as validated
experimentally in [27].

The use of z-fiducialisation has increased the signal acceptance relative to
Ref. [27] by replacing a set of low-e�ciency cuts that had been necessary to
remove background events originating from the electrodes, with a reduced set
of straightforward, high-e�ciency cuts described below. The ratio between the
ionisation measured in the minority peaks to that measured in the I peak on the
channel with the highest maximum voltage in the ROI (see Figure 1) was found
to be a powerful parameter for discriminating between nuclear recoils caused
by calibration neutrons and background events such as sparks [26]. Events for
which this ratio was < 0.4 were cut. One further high-e�ciency (⇠ 97%) cut was
added to ensure that the ionisation detected on the grid was in agreement with
that detected on the anode, which removed a residual population of oscillatory
background events described in Ref. [35].

An event passing the preceding set of cuts had its maximum amplitude chan-
nel’s waveform passed to a peak-fitting algorithm, which used a three-Gaussian
fit to find the arrival times of the I, S and P peaks at the anode. The D peak was
not used, since its amplitude was often within the noise. The time di↵erence
between any two peaks can be used to calculate the event’s z position using:

z = (ta � tb)
vavb

(vb � va)
. (1)

Here, a and b represent two di↵erent carrier peaks (I, S or P), and t and v are
the arrival time relative to trigger, and drift velocity, respectively. In practise,
the I and P peaks were used, since the S peak is suppressed for events with
high z [26]. Events for which the algorithm failed to calculate a z position were
cut, which removed all events from the WIMP-search run other than the well-
understood radon progeny recoils (RPRs) and low-energy alphas (LEAs) [22],
whilst preserving ⇠ 70% of recoil-like events from the neutron-calibration runs.

6

MWPC	

Z	

ta	tb	

CS2
-	minority charges	

陰イオンを用いたTPCのZの絶対位置決定	

 [Physics of the Dark Universe 9-10(2015)1-7]	

DRIFTグループはσz ~2mmの精度でZを決定できてる	 Time[ms]	
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Negative Ion Gas	
SF6	

陰イオンガスの候補	

•  無毒、 不揮発性、不燃性 
•  電子親和力1.1eV 
•  絶縁ガスとして用いられる 
•  THGEMでの実績がある 

•  ガスゲインの要請  
 
 

CF4(electron drift(normal) gas)	
•  DM実験でターゲットとしても使用 
•  典型的なドリフト速度 : ~cm/μs 

•  ガスゲイン 3000 (76Torr) 
•  プリアンプ 160mV/pC(ASDchip) 

典型的なドリフト速度: 10-2cm/μs 

[N.Phan	  talk	  at	  CYGNUS2015	  ,	  June	  2015]	

•  有毒、揮発性、可燃性 
•  電子親和力0.89eV 
•  MWPCでの実績がある 
•  DM実験ではCF4ガスを加える必

要あり 
•  ガスゲインの要請 
 
 

 
	

CS2	

76Torr	
P	~480・	

with amplifier(1V/pC) 

76Torr	
P	~980・	
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Anode  readout

Cathode  readout

Drij	  mesh	

GEM	
μ-PIC 10×10 cm2	

Drift mesh(SUS)	

GEM (10×10cm)  LCP 100um	

μ-PIC (10×10cm)	

10mm	

3mm	

readout

Amplifier
1V/pC  or  130mV/pC

NEWAGE0.1c detector 	

断面図	
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ガスゲイン	
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-610×0
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FWHM	  70%@5.9keV	

p 最大到達ガスゲイン	  
•  <1000	  (50Torr)	  
•  <300	  	  	  	  (152Torr)	

要請値	  

Anode	  590V	  
ΔGEM	  150V	

p 20Torr	  で最大到達ガスゲイン ~2000	

μ-‐PICのAnode依存性	
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p ガスゲイン ~2000(20Torr)	

14	

GEM6
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GEM依存性	 InducWon依存性	

LTARS2014	  ASIC	  chip	  for	  LArTPC	  developed	  with	  KEK	  e-‐sys	  group	
•  エネルギー閾値は約2倍悪化 　　　後段のアンプを改良することで解消	

p  20Torrでも十分なガスゲイン	  
•  原子核の飛跡距離が増加(CF476Torrで100keVの原子核で約2mm)	  	  
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　低エネルギー領域での角度分解能の向上	  
	p 現在の測定環境でも100keV程度の原子核反跳イベントならマイノリティピークは

観測可能 　　　　　　　　　　      　	

20Torr	 20Torr	

低コストで低ノイズなエレクトロニクスの開発 (2)

(developed with KEK e-sys group, 
  one of Open-it projects http://openit.kek.jp/
project/LTARS2014/LTARS2014)

LTARS2014  ASICの開発 (2014~)
LTARS2014 ASIC chip (5mm x 5mm)

LTARSからの改良/変更点
-高密度化 (32ch in chip)

- ~300pFの測定器を想定
-電源電圧 ±0.9V 

-省電力化 (< 50mW/32ch)

- ENC ~2000 @300pF　あ
- conv. gain ~9mV/fC  

(2相読み出しの信号も見えるように)

GEM & Induction依存 	
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Prototype μTPC(28cmDrift)	

28cm	

10cm	

10cm	

TPCゲージ(ドリフト距離28cm)制作中	

vessel	
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※10cmTPCゲージ	

252Cf	
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•  NEWAGEでは更なる感度向上のためにバックグラウンド
除去の研究が行われている 

•  陰イオンガスSF6を用いたμ-PIC+GEMの試験を行った 

•  20Torrでガスゲイン2000を達成した(100keV以上の原子核
でマイノリティピークが観測できる) 

•  低気圧下での稼働が可能なため、角度分解能の向上が期
待できる 

•  今後SF6を用いたμTPCでマイノリティピークの観測へ 

Summary	



Back	  up	  
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2015/09/28	 2015秋期物理学会	 19	N. Phan, Cygnus 2015 15June 4, 2015

SF-5 ?

SF-6

20 Torr SF6

2.6%

∆T

9 % faster 
than larger 
peak

Fiducialization?

From	  N.	  Phan,	  Cygnus	  2015	

THGEM(	  4mm)	

Minority Peak of SF6 	
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低コストで低ノイズなエレクトロニクスの開発 (2)

(developed with KEK e-sys group, 
  one of Open-it projects http://openit.kek.jp/
project/LTARS2014/LTARS2014)

LTARS2014  ASICの開発 (2014~)
LTARS2014 ASIC chip (5mm x 5mm)

LTARSからの改良/変更点
-高密度化 (32ch in chip)

- ~300pFの測定器を想定
-電源電圧 ±0.9V 

-省電力化 (< 50mW/32ch)

- ENC ~2000 @300pF　あ
- conv. gain ~9mV/fC  

(2相読み出しの信号も見えるように)

Amplifier for liquid Argon TPC	

低コストで低ノイズなエレクトロニクスの開発 (2)

(developed with KEK e-sys group, 
  one of Open-it projects http://openit.kek.jp/
project/LTARS2014/LTARS2014)

LTARS2014  ASICの開発 (2014~)
LTARS2014 ASIC chip (5mm x 5mm)

LTARSからの改良/変更点
-高密度化 (32ch in chip)

- ~300pFの測定器を想定
-電源電圧 ±0.9V 

-省電力化 (< 50mW/32ch)

- ENC ~2000 @300pF　あ
- conv. gain ~9mV/fC  

(2相読み出しの信号も見えるように)

•  Development of LTARS ASIC 
-  pre-amp. & shapers in a chip 
-  high density (32ch I n a chip) 
-  power supply voltage ±0.9V 
-  ENC ~2000@300pF 
-  conv.gain ~9V/pC	
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Using Lande factor ! = ap!Sp"+an!Sn"
J , the cross section of SD interaction is written as

!SD
!#N =

32

"
G2

Fµ
2
!#N!

2J(J + 1). (2.26)

The spin-dependent interaction can only occur for nuclei with nonzero spin. Only nuclei with

an odd number of either protons or neutrons can have nonzero spin. As for such nuclei, ! is

approximated using Sodd determined from measured magnetic momentum µmag, as

! ! aoddSodd

J
,

Sodd !
µmag " gloddJ

gsodd " glodd
,

where subscript ”odd” refers an unpaired nucleon; p(proton) or n(neutron). glodd and gsodd are

the orbital and spin nucleon g-factor; glp = 1, gln = 0, gsp = 5.586 and gsn = "3.826. The list of

the spin J , measured µmag and the calculated !2J(J+1)/aodd(# #2J(J+1)) are in Table 2.2.1

for some target nucleus. For experimental use, the SD cross section is written using !SD
!#p as

!SD
!#N = !SD

!#p

µ2
!#N

µ2
!#p

#2J(J + 1)

0.75
. (2.27)

Values of !SD
!#N/!

SD
!#p and !SD

!#N/!
SD
!#n for some target nucleus are shown in Figure 2.2.3 and

Figure 2.2.4, respectively.

Isotope J Abundance(%) µmag #2J(J + 1) unpaired nucleon
1H 1/2 100 2.793 0.750 proton
7Li 3/2 92.5 3.256 0.244 proton
11B 3/2 80.1 2.689 0.112 proton
15N 1/2 0.4 "0.283 0.087 proton
19F 1/2 100 2.629 0.647 proton
23Na 3/2 100 2.218 0.041 proton
127I 5/2 100 2.813 0.007 proton

133Cs 7/2 100 2.582 0.052 proton
3He 1/2 1.0$ 10#4 "2.128 0.928 neutron
17O 5/2 0.0 "1.890 0.342 neutron
29Si 1/2 4.7 "0.555 0.063 neutron
73Ge 9/2 7.8 "0.879 0.065 neutron
129Xe 1/2 26.4 "0.778 0.124 neutron
131Xe 3/2 21.2 0.692 0.055 neutron
183W 1/2 14.3 0.118 0.003 neutron

Table 2.2.1: The spin J , measured µmag and the calculated #2J(J + 1) for some target nucleus.
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Using Lande factor ! = ap!Sp"+an!Sn"
J , the cross section of SD interaction is written as

!SD
!#N =

32

"
G2

Fµ
2
!#N!

2J(J + 1). (2.26)

The spin-dependent interaction can only occur for nuclei with nonzero spin. Only nuclei with

an odd number of either protons or neutrons can have nonzero spin. As for such nuclei, ! is

approximated using Sodd determined from measured magnetic momentum µmag, as

! ! aoddSodd

J
,

Sodd !
µmag " gloddJ

gsodd " glodd
,

where subscript ”odd” refers an unpaired nucleon; p(proton) or n(neutron). glodd and gsodd are

the orbital and spin nucleon g-factor; glp = 1, gln = 0, gsp = 5.586 and gsn = "3.826. The list of

the spin J , measured µmag and the calculated !2J(J+1)/aodd(# #2J(J+1)) are in Table 2.2.1

for some target nucleus. For experimental use, the SD cross section is written using !SD
!#p as

!SD
!#N = !SD

!#p

µ2
!#N

µ2
!#p

#2J(J + 1)

0.75
. (2.27)

Values of !SD
!#N/!

SD
!#p and !SD

!#N/!
SD
!#n for some target nucleus are shown in Figure 2.2.3 and

Figure 2.2.4, respectively.

Isotope J Abundance(%) µmag #2J(J + 1) unpaired nucleon
1H 1/2 100 2.793 0.750 proton
7Li 3/2 92.5 3.256 0.244 proton
11B 3/2 80.1 2.689 0.112 proton
15N 1/2 0.4 "0.283 0.087 proton
19F 1/2 100 2.629 0.647 proton
23Na 3/2 100 2.218 0.041 proton
127I 5/2 100 2.813 0.007 proton

133Cs 7/2 100 2.582 0.052 proton
3He 1/2 1.0$ 10#4 "2.128 0.928 neutron
17O 5/2 0.0 "1.890 0.342 neutron
29Si 1/2 4.7 "0.555 0.063 neutron
73Ge 9/2 7.8 "0.879 0.065 neutron
129Xe 1/2 26.4 "0.778 0.124 neutron
131Xe 3/2 21.2 0.692 0.055 neutron
183W 1/2 14.3 0.118 0.003 neutron

Table 2.2.1: The spin J , measured µmag and the calculated #2J(J + 1) for some target nucleus.

34

Spin dependent(SD) cross section	

•  The SD cross section is written using σSD as	
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6.2.3 Summary of low energy background study

The contribution of the internal background is summarized in Figure 6.2.13. The mea-

sured spectrum without the roundness-cut is shown because the events from the substrate are

basically rejected by the z-fidducial-cut e!ect of roudness-cut, and the estimation of the e"-

ciency of roundness-cut for such low-z background events has a large uncertainty. As shown

in Figure 6.2.13, the low energy background is explained well by radon and U/Th-chain in

substrate of µ-PIC, which are determined from the high energy background study. Obtained

component of background are summarized in Table 6.2.1. Thus, environmental backgrounds

are not dominant at present.
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Figure 6.2.13: The estimated energy spectrum due to the radons and the radioactive impurities included
in the substrate of the µ-PIC. Each figure di!ers in the type of radon and U/Th-chain in substrate.
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